ARTool project
Analysis & Reporting Tool

See all
what inside
your databases !!

ARTool project is an easy, fast, professional and secured tool
to visualize all data stored in databases.
Completely web-oriented ARTool has been designed for easy
reports creation and visualization.
Two licenses models are possible: an unlimited one for
companies that want to build reports for themselves, an
open one for companies that want to extend their own
software with the tool.

Easy creation of
databases queries

Fast creation of
dashboards & reports

Comfortable and secured
reports visualization
Secured access

All databases
supported

Advanced reports
with graphs, tables,
forms, menus…
100% web
100% responsive

Graphical requester

Easy reports and
graph creation,
modification

Unlimited license*
Reports and templates creation
for your company

 No limit in the number of users

 No limit in the number of reports
 No limit in ARTool installations
* See software full license for more details

Multiple data
representation
and look&feel

Unlimited license source code*
Extend and distribute the tool

 Get full tool source code

 Distribute and resell ARTool
 Extend and modify ARTool
 Include ARTool in your software

ARTool has been designed for easy and fast creation of
advanced reports. A report can be designed and pushed to
customers in a couple of minutes with a minimum number of
clicks.
Several predefined templates allows giving the perfect
look&feel to the report. New template can also be created.
ARTool is a professional tool provided with a full online
documentation.

ARTool allows connecting to one or several databases at a
time.
ARTool supports all main database’s vendors.

PostgreSQL

ARTool provides rich presentation of data: data tables, plot
graphs, bars, pies…
Most presentation provides dynamic interaction with data
filtering, zoom, dynamic data display, export to jpg, pdf…

ARTool reports are full dynamic and advanced
dashboards that can includes, texts and titles, rich
representation of data, forms for dynamic data retrieval,
menus, images…
ARTool reports provides an interactive and complete data
visualization experience.

ARTool is a modern tool 100% web based for report
visualization and for report creation what simplify tool
deployment, maintenance, upgrade and platform compatibility.
The tool supports all main browsers vendors
ARTool web pages are responsive and fit therefore to big
screens as well as to small smartphones’ screens.

ARTool is completely secured. Access to the tool requires
login/password.
Advanced security rules can be set to control the reports that
can be seen by every users’ group.
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